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u~der the Ming Dynasty in the fifteepth and sixteenth centuries, 
(tell~tisthat:the morning audiences especially were vexatious, try

. ing.th~patience of all the officials, who had to stand about in the 
-QPe':nJnbild weather as in good, but also of the emperor himself. 
Stirn:e;remedy was found by reducing the frequency of these cere
monies; by permitting more appropriate dress on inclement-days; 
and by allowing officials to be accompanied by umbrella bear
ers.3l But all these were at best palliatives, and the whole system 
rested on the assum tion that an official's time-all his time-be
longedto te emperor, who CQ)llddowIt it (and waste it) as ill: 
l2l.eased. The only way to correct this waste-which the Chinese 
could not even perceive as such-would have been to recognize 
ti~ as private property;. This was not a simple matter in a system 
where material possessions were also held on loan, as it were, from 
the emperor. The position of the mandarin was analogous to that 
of the apprentice: both were servants and their time was their 
master's. Under the circumstances, it was not easy to inculcate a 
sense of time as something to be tracked, measured, saved. 

The K'ang-hsi emperor, who loved his We'stern clocks and 
sought to naturalize their manufacture in his palace, put the al
ternative very well; but then his time was his own: 

Red-capped, watchmen, there's no need to announce the dawn's 
coming. 

My golden clock has warned me of the time. 

By first light I am hard -at work, 
And keep on asking, "Why are the memorials late?,,32 

" 

" ,., ' 
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3 Are You Sleeping, Brother John? 

IT IS ,ONE OF THE; MISFORTUNE~ of scholarship that there 
. ,was only one w?rd for clock 10 the western Europe of 

t~e MId~le Ages: (h)orolog?um. This generic term referred to every 
k10d .of tImekeeper, from sundial to clepsydra to fire clock to me
chamcal dock. So when, in the late thirteenth century, we get an 
u~prece~ented s~ate of references to clocks, we cannot be sure 
przm.ajacze what k10d of device our sources. are talking about. Not 
untIl the fourteenth century do we get our first unmistakable re
ports of mechan,ical clocks-namely, the tower clock with astro
nomiyal 'dial built by Roger Stoke for Norwich Cathedral 
(1321-.1325); the highly complicated astronomical mechanism 
that RIchard of ~ allingford initiated ~t St. Albans around 1330 
a~d-that. took thIrty years to build; and then, completed in 1364 
GlOvanm de' pondi'g astronomical clock" the marvel, of its time: 
The latter two were described by their authors in such detail that 
w.e have been abl~ to make working copies in our own day.l (See 
FIgure 7.) . 

The o~scurit~ of ~hat Needham calls "on~ of the most impor
tant turm~g-po1Ots 10 the history of science and technology" has 
be~n ~ frUItful source of legend and speculation. For some cen
tunes It was common to attribute the clock to the canon Gerbert 
who later became Pope ~ylv~~~er II (999-,-1003), the Pope ofth~ 

53 
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MjIlenIlium .. Gerbert was indeed a savant in his generation. He 
h~dlearried mathematics and astronomy in Spain, perhaps at the 
i~¢i,ofJe'wish and Muslim scientists ther~, and had taken aw~y 

,-With ,him a fund of knowledge and techmque that reemerged m 
th'efourteenth century with the work of Richard of Wallingford 
and Giovanni de' Dondi. The historian and monk Richer (tenth 
<::~ntury), who was one of Gerbert's. students, tells us that his mas
ter built a globe, also an armillary sphere for the planets and an
other to show the motions of the stars.

2 

Gerbert, then, presumably had the knowledge and skill to build 
a mechanical clock. But could is not did. There is no contemporary 
proof of Gerbert's inventing such a device and some re~son to 
think otherwise: if the oscillating controller and mechamcal es
capement were known as early as the year 1000, why do w~ have 
to wait another three hundred years to see clocks appear m the 
belfries and towers of city halls and churches? Surely, moreover, if 
so remarkable an invention had been coming slowly into use, it 
would have left some literary or pictorial trace, if not some physi
cal remains. Some have suggested that if Gerbert did indeed build 
a mechanical clock it must have been suppressed by the church, , , 

which might have seen it as the illicit fruit of intercourse with in-
fidels or as the cunning product of some dark, Faustian compact. 
Gerbert did eventually acquire the reputation of a sorcerer and 
heretic~to the point where, in the sixteenth century, militant' 
Protestants exploited his "infamy" to calumniate the papacy.3 
But this amounts to heaping speculation on speculation. Would 
the church have wanted to suppress a device so useful in its own 
management of time? Could it have? I am not a medievalist and 
am in no position to answer such questions. But the matter is 
worth investigating. 

In the meantime, we are left with over two hundred fifty years 
of near silence, followed by a rush of ambiguous noise. The re
sulting uncertainty has given negative encouragement and sup
port to a most unexpected interpretation of the invention and de
velopment of the mechanical clock. This is the thesis of De~ek de 
Solla Price, coauthor with Joseph Needham and Wang Lmg of 
Heavenly Clockwork and specialist in the history of ancient a~d me
dieval scientific instruments. Price argues that the machmes of 
Wallingford and Dondi were the first mechanical clocks, that the 
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timekeeping components served simply as drives for astronomical 
devices of a type going back to antiquity, and that timekeeping 
for its own sake was an unanticipated by-product of this experi
ment in automation. "The escapement, which originally gave 
perfection to the astronomical machine, was also found useful for 
telling time, and as social development led to an increased social 
awareness and importance of time reckoning, simplified versions 
of this part of the astronomical device were made and' became 
widely used as mere time-tellers.,,4 Price is hard on "simplified 
versions" and "mere time-teUers": on another: occasion he refers to 
"degeneration in complexity" and describes the later fourteenth 
centuty as a time when "traditioR,of escapement clocks continues 
and degenerates into simple time-keepers." To cite his by now 
well~known ,metaphor: "The mechanical clock is nought but a 
fallen angel from the world. of astronomy!,,5 

Now, it is no doubt true that terrestrial timekeeping is less ele
vated thal).he~venly clockwork, but "degeneration" does seem a 
mite strong. So do Price's strictures against the other wisdom on 
this subject, which he finds "unsatisfying, misleading, and often 
false." Earlier students of horology, he warns us, were on the 
wrong track: "On no account must we take the easy way out 
which abandons the history of the clock .and talks instead about 
the history of tirri~-measurement. It is most unfort~nate that such 
a'term was ever' coined.,,6 '~What did not happen was .that man 
wanted to measure time and so devised new ways of doing it. 
What did. happen is that in the course of following an old trend, 
notguite yet extinct, he developed quite sophisticated techniques, 
important for their technological brilliance, that gave him for the 
first time the possibility of doing something he had not wanted 
before it was readily available. This product, timekeeping, caught 
on, and it is 'due to this ancient fashion that time became a matter 
of the deep phjlosophical and scientific importance it has today.,,7 

Price's thesis, if true, would imply a most intriguing paradox. 
Here you have two societies, Europe and China, thousands of 
miles apart, both of them building extraordinary machines to 
imitate, the movements of heavenly bodies, both of them auto
mating these planetaria/astraria by means of clock drives. In both 
cases, the clock is an accessory, and neither society cares much 
about time measurement for its own sake. Yet one society, the Eu-
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ropean, abstract!! the time function from its device and starts 
building a civilization based on. pure (simple) timekeepers, 
whereas the other, the Chinese, does not. 

Unfortunately, in both logic and evidence this is an uncon
vinCing, indeed a most surprising thesis. (The exclamation point 
in' Price's allusion to fallen angels is well justified.) In logic: the 
norma.l sequence of technological development runs from simple 
and rudimentary to complex and refined. To quote Price himself, 
"Historically speaking we expect that the further back we delve, 
the more primitive and simple the technology becomes." Any al
leged deviation from this rule should put the historian on his 
guard.8 And in evidence: we are as sure as we can be, short of pos
sessing the remains of a very <:larly machine, that there were me
chanical clocks before Wallingford and Do~di, hence 'that simple 
timekeepers preceded complex, clock-driven planetaria and as
traria.9 

It is a fact that no early escapement clock seems to have sur
vived, but then, neither has any medieval water clock. If any
thing, we should be less surprised by the disa.ppearance of the for
l11erthan of the latter. The first mechanical clocks were crudely 
fashioned and 'liable to break down at any time. They needed 
continual care, frequent overhauls, and substantial replacement 
every ten or twenty years. They were made of brass or iron, valu
able metals at the time, and we maybe surethat clockmakers who 
repaired them were not inclined to treat discarded parts or rna
chinesasjunk to be abandoned. Rather, just as roofers today rou
tinely keep and recycle the copper gutters and sheets they replace, 
so. medieval clockmakers must have treated used brass and iron as 
valuable "perks" of the trade. 

We are thus thrown 'back on literary evidence, arpbiguous at 
times because of the generic character of the termhorologium, none 
of it definitive in itself but collectively decisive. For one thing, 
there is the abrupt increase in the frequency of references to clocks 
toward the end of the thirteenth century; Slld~~_~I.ocks are 
Il:<::':"~. _'?e.ca~_~~_...QIQc.ks.cost. money. Cathedral chapters mention 
them in their accounts;hemlzttheir repairs; pay people to 'watch 
them and keep them going; hire all manner of specialists 'to re
place wheels, paint dials, carve wooden figures. Ainew profession 
makes its appearance,that ofthe clockmaker or horologeur. 10 There' 
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is simply nothing like this for the earlier period. The late British 
scho~ar? F. C. Beeson argued, I think correctly, that this in itself 
was mdlcative of a new device. II 

For another, the new clocks and their associated bells were 
often sited in high places-the better to hear them. But towers are 
noplaces for a water c!.c:?~k: no one hauls water any high~rthan he 
has to, a~d lofty expo~ures make it very difficult to keep water 
from coohng and freezmg. Do not imagine, either, that medieval 
clockmaker~ were p.lacing clepsy~ras on ground level and using 
them to dnve or tngger mechamsms thirty or more feet above. 
Such an arrangement i~,not inconceivable" but wo~ld have been 
ex~ravagantly .fostly in the context of medieval metallurgy. We 
would have heard about it, if only about its breakdowns. The fact 
is that contempprary accounts make no mention of water in con
nection with this 'new generation of timepie'ces-no concern' for 
freez~~g, no. reference to leaks orev<tporation, no hint of rust or 
corrdsion-;-:nothing. Under the circumstances, all efforts to sal
vage the clepsydra connection, however ingenious, must be re
jected as h~ghly ~mprobable. Indeeg,.9D .. .the.principle of Occam) 
RazQI..-thelr.very.ingenl..!ity ll}ak~ms~t. 

What we do have in the contemporary sources is <\. clear 'sense of 
excitement and pride. These great clocks were, like computers 
today, the technQlogical sensation of their time. W~en a poet like 
Dante looks t~ the cl~ck and its wheel train for vivid similes, you 
~now that ~e IS speakmg to established and conspicuous sensibili
tIes. Thus m cant~ 24 of the Paradiso (written between 1316 and 
1321): 

And like the wheels in clock works, which 
Turn, so that the first to the beholder 
Seems still, and the last, to. fly. 

E CQme cerchi in tempra d'Qriuoli 
si giran si che il primo., a chi pon mente, 
quietQ pare, e l'ultirriQ, che VQli. 

Again', it .tak~s excessiv~ ingen~ity to see here anything but the 
wheel tram WIth reductIOn gearmg characteristic of the mechani
cal escapement clock. 

By. the time we get to Wallingford and Dondi, then, the me
chamcal clock was in its third or fourth generation-at least. 
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Dondi himself must have learned much of what he knew about 
these devices from his own·father, an astronomer and clockinaker. 
Both Wallingford and he provide us with careful descriptions of 
their wheelwork and gear ratios, but neither finds it nec~ssary to 
say anything about the character ~nd co"nstruction of the control
ler-escapement-that is, the timekeeping healt bf his machine. 
Indeed Dondi explicitly dismisses the mechanical clock as a com
monplace, the making of which "will not be discussed· in such de.
tail as the rest, because its construction is well known, al'\d .there· 
are many varieties of them and, however it is made, the diversity 
of methods does not come within the scope of this work." His own 
clock, he says, beats at the usual two-second nite; and anyone ,who 
is not capable of making a "common clock"~"by himself and 
without written instructions"-should not attempt the rest. 12 

To sum up: the Wallingford and Dondi masterpieces, far from 
being the first mechanical. clocks, made use of an already estab
lished technique. What is more, the use of falling weights as 
power source made' it possible to impart steady drive to more 
complex mechanisms than could be worked):>y' a clepsydra. It was 
the clock, in ()ther words, that facilitated and thereby fostered the 
autom:ated planetarium or astrarium, not the reverse. Indeed, the 
simple mechanical clock, by opening for the.,first time serious pos
sibilitiesof precision timekeeping, eventually'laid the basis for 
modern astronomical science .. So much for "fallen angels"! 

T he clock did n,' ot create a, n interest. in time m.easure~ent; 
the interest in time measurement .led .to the mventIOn of 

the clock. 
Where did this demand come from? Not from the mass of the. 

population. Nine out often Europeans liv~~ on'the land. "Labor 
time," to quote the qiedievalist Jacques Le Goff, ,"was still the 
time of an economy dominated by agrarian rhythms; fr~e of 
haste, careless of exactitude, unconcerned by productivity--;-and 
of a society created in the image of that economy, sober and modest, ... ;. 
without enormous aRpetites, und~ma~ding, and incapabl.e 10~ ,

quantitative efforts." 3 Town and city hfe, to be sure, waS\.dlffer-, ' 
ent. The city dweller has no natural sequence of tasks to rhythm ' 
his day. The very uniformity of his occupation makes him time- ' 
conscious; or if he is moving about, the irregular pattern of his 
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contacts imparts a sense of haste and waste. Bt,lt .urban center~ qe- . 
veloped late in. the Middle Ages,.from aboutthe.eleventhctnWry 
on_>-!!!l.d.alreadybefore that there was an important timeket;;pi'1g 
cC)llstituenc;y. Tp<!twas. the .. Christian chtlI:ch"j~.p~rticulaL.the. 
Roman branch . 

..iiis worth pausing a mo~ent to consider this temporal' disci-
. pline of Christianity, '~specially of Western Christianity, which 
distinguishes it sh~rply from the other monotheistic religions and 
has not been adequately examined in the literature on time mea
surement. In Judaism the worshiper is ()bliged to pray three times 
a day, but at no set times: in the morning ,(~ter daybreak), 
afternoon (before sunset)., and evening (after dark}. A pious Jew 
will ~cite his prayers as soon as possible after the permissible 
time; , but if Circumstances require, .he· has substantial leeway in 
which to perform his obliga\ion. Today some of the starting 
times of worship are given on calendars to the. mi~ute, thanks 
to a~tronomical calculations. In< ancient and medieval times, 
however, nature gave the signals. The animals woke the Jew to . 
prayer, and the first bf the morning blessings. thanks God . for giv
ing the rooster the wit to distinguish between day andnight.14 
The evening prayer could be recited as soon as three stars were 
visible; if the sky was cloudy, one waited until one could no longer 
distinguish' between bhle and black. No timepiece ot al~m was 

. needed. 
Islam calls for five daily pri'iyers: at dawn or just before sunrise, 

just after noon, before sunset, just after sunset, and after. dark. 
Again, none of these requires a timepiece, with the possible ex
ception of the noon prayer. I say "p~ssible," because high noon is 
easily ~ljtablished in sunny climes by visual means. Besides,.inso
far as the local religious authorities wanted to set times for prayer 
and used clocks for the purpose, they could easily make do with 
the sundials and water clocks of the ancients. In~ most Islamic 
cohn tries, the sun usually shines and water rarely freezes. More-. 
over, in Islam as in Judaism the times of prayer are bands rather 
than points, ·and.lpcal tradition determines how much the prayers 
may be ~elaye'd without impairment. In both religions prayer is a 
perso~al 'act, without clerical or congregational mediation, and 
worship, with some e'xceptions, need not be collective and simul
taneous. 

Christianity,. ~llPecially monastic Christianity, differs from 
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both. The early Christians had no standa,rd liturgy; the new faith 
was not yet a church. Usage varied from place to place, and 
prayer was as much a function of opportunity as of obligat\on. 
Insofar as the Nazatenes were still Jews, they built on thl( prac
tices of the older faith, with its morning and night recitations 
(Deut.·6:7, "when thou liest down and whe~ thou risest uP") or its 
triple office (Dan. 6:11, "he kneeled upon his knees three times a. 
day"). But then they added their own devotions, in part to give 
expression to those praises and supplications that had no pJace in 
the Jewish service, in 'part to distinguish themselves from the "ob
durate" Hebrews. By the early third century, Tertullian, acknow
ledging the impracticality of the Pauline ideal of ceaseless prayer 
(1 Thess. 5: 17), recommended daily prayers at set times: in addi
tion to the morning and evening prayers prescribed by the Law, 
there would be devotions at the third, sixth, and ninth hours. 
These were the points that diviqed the daytime'into quarters, 15 
and Tertullian asserts that they were recognized as temporal 
punctuation marks by all nations: "they serve to fix the times of 
business and they are announced publicly.,,16 Very convenient: 
that way there was no problem of knowing when to pray,since 
civil time signals would serVe to summon the faithful. '-. 

The setting of prayer times by the clock was no small matter. It 
r~presented a first step toward a liturgy independent of the nat.u

.ral cycle. This tendency was much reinforced by the introduction 

. of a night service, which apparently went back to the earliest days 
_of Christianity, when the Jewish f()llowers of Jesus, having cele-
brated the Sabbath, met again on Sunday for nocturnal devo
tions. The choice of hour had some precedent in scripture: . 

I have remembered Thy name, 0 Lord, in the night ... 
(Psalms 119:52) 

At midnight I ~-in rise to give thanks unto Thee ... 

I rose early at dawn and cried; 
I hoped in Thy word. 

Mine eyes forestalled the night-watches, 
That I might meditate in Thy word. 

(psalms 119:62) ~ 

(Psalms 119: 147 -148) 

Scriptural precedent, though, is more often sanction than cause. 
The early Christians had good prudential reasons for coming to-
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gether In the night while Caesa~siept; also a most potent spiritual 
motive, namely the hope of salvati?~·. The Gospel speaks of the 

'-'Bridegroom's ~oming at -midnight (Matt. 25:6), which led the 
church in Constantinople to institute a midnight office. Yet such 
precisiori was the exception, indeed was deliberately avoided. Un~ 
certainty was preferable, because more compelling. The Lord will 
come, it is written, "at an hour you do not expect" (Matt. 
24:42-'-44). "If he comes in the second \>vatch, or if in the third" , . , 
blessed are the servants who are watching aNd waiting (Luke 
12:37-38). Nocturnal devotions, then, appropriately called vigils, 
were a spiritual watch for the second coming (the parousia) of the 
Lord. 17 Pliny the Younger Wrote of this practice to the emperor 
Trajanat the beginning of the second century: "They are wont to 
come together before the light.'118 . 
_ For hundreds of years there were no rules, only practices. Rules 
came with monasticism-with the formation of a regular clergy 
(that is,.a clergy-subject to a regula, or rule) whose vocation it was 
to pray and pray often, and in so doing to save that multitude of" 
the faithful whose worldly duties or inconstancy prevented them 
from devotVig themselves entirely tplhe service of God. The in
novator nere was Pachomiusin Upper Egypt in the early fourth 
century: aga~!.1_~t.th(!_I?!:~YE,.ilil:rg eremiticindividuali~un, his new 
order instituted a minute regulation of the collective praying, 
working, eating, and sleeping day. "It was there that for the first 
time we see realized th~ practi'ce of an office in the strict sense, re
cited every day in the name of the church, publicum officium, at set 
hours.'·,19 Among.the services: vigils, the officium noctumum that was 
.later merge<:l with and called matins. From Egypt the practice 
spread to Palestine, Syria, Mesopotamia, and .Europe. 

Still, rules varied-"they were still feeling their way."c,o Tem
poral prescriptions, for exa~ple, may have been looser in the 
Eastern chll.rches,. where the natural diurnal cues continued to 
play an important role. 21 It was in the W~st, in the Rule of Saint 
Benedict,that the new order of the offices found its first complete 
and detailed realization: six (later seven) daytime services (lauds, 
prime, tierce, sext, none, vespets, and compline) and one at night 
(vigils, later matins). As the very names indic;:ate, most of these 
were designated and set in te~ms of clock hours. Bence the vety 
term "canonic~l hour," which eventually _becaflle synonymo31s 
with the office itself: one "recited the hotirs.',22 
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This WCiS around 530. In the centuries that followed, the Bene
dictine rule was adopted by other orders, including the great 
h(imSes' grouped around the Vatican and LateraI:! basilicas, 
thereby. ensuring the everitual normalization of the can~nical 
hours throughout Western Christendom. Progress in this di
re~tion was uneven owing to the physical insecurity Of a violent 
age; in maQY parts of Europe, monastic life was disrupted for long '. 
periods by recurrent invasions and internecine strife. Besides, 
eCich house had its own interpretation of the Rule: we are ta)king 
here about customs (consuetudines), and there is nothing so idiosyn
cratic as custom. 

Beginning in the tenth century external pressures eased, and 
the founclation of the Cluniac order (910), with its almos,t exclu
sive devotion to prayer, was the first sign of a general monastic re
vival. Cluny was followed by others, in particular the Cistercians 
(beginning of the twelfth century), under whom work regained 
the place it had held alongside prayer in the original Benedictine 

. discipline. The very nature of these foundations, as. expressed by 
the idea of an order, pressed them toward unifm-mity of practice 
and observance, and.!J::teir reformi~J:ll,fQl,md .. t;?ipr.:ess.ion not in the 
latitudinarianislll often associated with ~he .i.ciea' of reform today, 
buTinthe restoration of discipline~ Discipline in turn had at its 
center a temporal definition and order:ing of the spiritual life: 
omniahfJris competentibus compleantur-all things should be taken 
care of at the proper time. 
T~ be sure, one should not interpret the new discipline to mean 

an absolute uniformity of practice. We are still deal~ng here with 
uses and customs, and some of the confusion and contradiction 
among accounts and analyses of the monastic horarium is no doubt 
due to these conventual, regional, and national variations. Within 
each house, though, time discipline was'taken seriously, and the 
abbot himself or his representative was personally responsible fo! 
its accuracy and enforcement. "Nothing, therefore, shall be put 
before the Divine Office," says the Rule. 23 Nothing was So impor-' 
tant as the round of punctual, collective prayer. 

Why was punctuality so important? One reason was that late
ness-"God forbid!"-might make it necessary. to abridge an of
fice; in J;?articular matins: "Let great care be taken that this shall 
'not happen."2~ Another, I think, was that simultaneity was 
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thought to 'enhapce the potency of prayer. That would also ex
plain ~he re~uiremen.t that devotions be Chanted aloud: to sing 
along IS to SIng together. That indeed was the point of commu
nity: the whole was greater than the sum of. the parts. 

Multiplication of simultaneous devotions-this wa~ the,way of 
salvation for all. Indeed, there were those who ~ould have revived 
the Pauline. ideal of .conti.nuous prayer (in relays presumably): 
thus BenedIct of Amane In the early ninth century and, even 
,?ore, the. monas~ery at C,lunyin the tenth. (Th~ lat(!ntp.!!.~
~o~~~r,)f YQ~ WI~l,_tbe .0bJectLye..C-OJ:ls.eqlle.!1~e._'Ya.s.,jl}. ~QI?J unc
tIO~.-"Ylth ascetIc.cbet, toPr0I)1ote .. asta.te9f light-headedness co"'n
duci,\'~to enthusi~sm and halluc::in;:tJjons, or, eupheinistrc~ny;~lo 
illumination and visions.) . 

the' pe~formance ~f such a demanding sequence, in particular 
the recitation of th€ nocturnal office after a period of sleep, im
posed a new and special kind of~oral servitude. Unless some 
mem~er of the 'cohgregation were ready to stay awake through 
the mght and watch the clock-a precarious resort, as anyone 
who }:las stood se~tty duty knows---:it was only too easy ,to over
sleep. In·Raman·tImes, some, sympathetic or coreligionist member 
of the night watch may hav~ served as waker; but with the fall of 
the empire, urban s~rvices broke down and watches became only 
a memory. T~!~kc~:..th~.!he.2:!ledieval church would learn to 

. k I h' 0 h .------.---'-.....,- .. ---.-".~ 
~~,e <la.!P.:!ll~~)![lls111~.. t erwIse no one wO\lld ever have got-
ten any sleep, for f~ar of failing in his duty and jeopardizing not 
only hIS own salvatIOn but that of others. Hence the instructions 
of one of the Villers Abbey fragments (1267-1268): "You must do 
the same when you set [the clock] after compline, so that you may 
sleep soundly."25 ' . 

This religious concern for punctuality may' seem foolish to ra
tionalists of the twentieth century, but it was no small matter to a 
monk of the Middle Ages. We know, .for one thing, that time and 
the calendar were just about the only aspect of medieval science 
that moved ahead in this period. In every other domain, these 
c~nturies saw a._4~~~!i~~~wessioJ:1 from the knowl:(!9g~_.9f th~!!n.
C!~l!ts"l.f!1~(;l1,Q( itJ9stL~h~i'est . prese,r:ye,d inlTl~nl!-script~that ,no 
on(,:!col1§JIhi:!9. Much of this knowledge was not recoYered until 
rei~ported .hundreds of years later via the Arabs 'and~ the Jews in' 
SpaIn or, stIll-later, from Byzantium. But time measurement was 
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a subject of active inquiry even in the darkest of the so-called dark 
ages. One has only to compare Isidore of Seville's rudimentary 
notions of time in his De Temporibus (615) with Bede's enorf!1ously 
popular texti:>ook; the De Temporum Ratione (725)-written in the 
peripher:al, tribal battleground that, was Anglo-Saxon England
to H:alize the progress made in this field. 

In large part this progress reflects the church's continu}ng con~ 
cern to solve and systematize the dating of Easter and the other 
so-called movable feasts. These dates were established in accord
ance with the lunar as well as the solar calendar-like the Jewish 
cale. ndar but different. The principles of calculation, the science 

. , . . 
known as the computus, were sufficiently complex to give nse to 
multiple solutions, which .came eventually to divide .different 
Christian rites from one another. The task of extrapolatmg t~ese 
dates into the future was particularly difficult, so much so tha:t a 
tho,usand years later even so brilliant a mathemat!cian aSICarl 
Friedrich Gauss was not able to.reduce the calculatIOn to a com-

h' . 1 . h W ' pre enSlVe agont· rri. . . 

It was in thIs area that Bede made his greatest contnbutIOn, 
an<j !he rapid diffusion of his work on the continent testifies to its 
superiority and interest. Certain mona,steries became centers of 
training and calculation ,(thus Sankt Galle~ and Auxerre) ~nd 
produced a substantial. literature on the subject that w~s av~dly 
~opied elsewhere. The great volume of ~ables, ch~rts, dlscussI~n, 
and diagr:ams that can be found today III any major manuscnpt 
collection testifies to the vigor and ,creativity of this effort. 27 

Most of this literature deals with dating, but calendrical con
cerns invariably spilled over into the area of time measurement, 
and vice v~rsa. Indeed, I ,:"ould argue that it waspr:~~isely this 
that m(:!.Q,eEl,lrope(:!.n astronomy and the,C;:Qrnp~tus so different: ' 
th(;practitioners were interested" IlQJ~Y in the moon and the 
sea~ons, bptinJhe,day and itsdivisioru>, In particular, these same 
monks wanted to know 'the division of the day into light and 
darkness, the better to set the hours of the liturgy. The be.st of 
them, Gerbert for example, were quite aware that day (and mght) 
did not grow and diminish at an equal rate from :vveek to week, 
and they worked out the schedule of changing proportions (what 
they called a horologium) by measuring day and night at the sol
stices and adjusting from there. Gerbert offers one correspondent 

\ 
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advice on how to take this measure: use a clepsydra, he s;:tys, and 
collect the water separately for night 'aI1d day; then pour them to
gether, and if the sUm makes twenty-four (equinoctial) hours, you 
k h · 'h 28 now you ave It ng t. , ' . 

This combination of measure and calculation made possible 
the construction of horologia giving night and day for every day in 
the year. We have one tenth-century table, for example, which 
gives the division not only by hour~ (horae), but by points (puncta, 
five to the hour) and ostenta (twelve to the punct). That made each 
ost equal to one of our minutes, and the clocks of the day could 
not measure that accurately; so the figures in the table were given 
to the nearest third ofa punct, that is, four osts, 29 , 

,Time mattered to such experts as Gerbert, but it also mattered 
to the ordinary monk, for whom getting up in the ,dark of the 
night was perhaps the hardest aspect of monastic discipline.l~~ 
deed, the practical ~eanit\K~C~!'~fQ!'l!!ing" a, .hc)Use meant first 
and f6reniost the-imposition (reimp()s~tion) of this duty. The 
sleepyheaeJ,s were prodded.911t ()f J>ed .and urged t? t~e ()fflC;:c:!ia}so 
pr0<:lC!~d during serviGe.iest, they Ji:)"il in Jheir oi?lig;:ttiQp.s. Where 
the flesh was weak, temptation'hclrked. Raoul Glaber ,(early elev
enth century) tells the tale of a demon who successfully seduced a 
monk by holding out the lure of sweet sleep: "As for you, I wonder 
why you so scrupulously jump out of bed as soon as you hear the 
bell, when you could stay resting even unto the third bell ... but 
know that every year Christ empties hell of sinners and brings 
them to heaven, so without worry you can give yourself to all the 

1 fhflh',,30 I vo uptuousness 0 tees . 
The same Glaber confesses to two occasions when he himself 

woke late and saw a demon, "come to do business with the lag
gards.,,31 And Peter t,he Venerable, Abbot of Cluny in the t~elfth 
century, tells the story of Brother Alger, who woke thinking he 
had heard the bell ring for nocturns. Looking around, he thought 
he saw the other beds empty, so he drew on his sandals, threw on 
his cloak, and hastened to the chapel. There he was puzzled not to 
hear the sound of voices lifted in prayer. He hyrried back to the 
dormitory. There he found all the other monks' fast asleep. And 
then he understood: this was all a temptation of the devil, who 
had awakened hini at the wrong time, so that when the bell for 
nocturns really rang, he would sleep through it.32 _ 

\" 
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These, I suggest, are what we now know as anxiety dreams. 
They dearly reflect the degree to which time-consciousness and 
discipline had become internalized. Missing matins was a serious 
matter, so seribus that it has been immortalized for us by perhaps 
the best known of children's songs: 

Frere Jacques, Frere Jacques, 
Dormez-vous? dormez-vous? 
Sonnez les matines, sonnez les matines, 
Ding, ding, dong; ding, ding, dong.33 

4 The Greatest Necessity for 
Every Rank of Men 

"IDLENESS," WROTE BENEDICT, "is an enemy of the 
soul."\ The fixing of a daily schedule of prayer 

was only part of a larger ordering of all monachal activity, 
_ worldly as well as religious. Indeed, for monks there wasn~ dis
. tinetion between worldly and religious: laborare est or_ar~-':"to work 
was to pray. Hence, there were rules setting ~side times for work, 
study, eating, and sleeping; rules prescribing penalties and pen
ance for latecomers; rules providing explicitly for the mainte
nance of the clock and its nightly adjustment, so that it would 
wake the sacristan at the proper time. Note that at this stage, it 
was not the clock that worked the big bells. As "Frere Jacques" 
tells us, the clock merely rang loudly enough to get the bell ringer 
out of bed. 

These were not necessarily clocks in our sense of the term. 
Many of them did not indicate the time or run continuously. 
Rather, they were what we now know as timers and a~soclate with 
three~minute eggs or film developing. But these were timers that 
ran for hours. They were set to run during the night and served 
only to trip the alarm; to use the medieval terminology, they were 
horologia noctUTna or horologia excitatoria. It is now generally agreed, 

.... 
moreover, that some of them made use ,Of an escapement-type 
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mechanism to produce a to-and-fro motion of the hammer(s) 
beating on the bell, and that this mechanism was often weight-
driven. . 

. It is this mechanism, probably, that was the forer~nner of the 
clock escapement.2 We have already' met the device: the wheel 
train ends in a scape wheel (also called the crown lwheel, after the 
shape of the teeth) whose rotation is alternately blocked and re-

'. 3 
leased by pallets on a staff (the verge) pivoting to and fro. In the 
alarm version, one puts a knocker on the end of the verge, and this 
oscillating knob strikes a bell. In the timekeeping version, the 
verge is T-crossed by a rod that swings back and forth. with it 
(called the foliot, perhaps because of it$ "mad" motion). This fo
liot is an inertial controller: by moving weights along it, one can 
change its moment and thus the beat of the mechanism. (See Fig
ures 5 and A.l.) The action, in other words, is the same in, both 
versions, and it would not have taken much to go from one to the 
other. 

Etymology makes clear what was happening. Before the inven
tion of the weight-driven mechanical clock, remember, the clep
sydra and sundial were both known as horologia, and this generic 
term Wc:ts subsequently applied in the vernacular to the new ma
chine as welL Thus we get French. horloge, Italian orologio, Spanish 
reloj. But new things often call for new names: the English called 

, the new'device a dock; the Dutch and Flemings, a klokke. And 
what is a clock, but a bell? (Compare medieval Dutch clokke, Ger
man Glocke.) Even the· French, who stayed wi,th the old name, 
changed their word for bell at about this time, from sein or sain 
(from the Latin' signum) to cloche. 4 Something new had come on 
the scene. Seen ontologically and functionally, these timekeeping 
machines began as automated bells. 

Bells, bells, bells. Big bells and small. Monasteries were bee
hives of varied activity, the largest productive enterprises of medi
eval Europe. Brothers, lay brothers, and servants were busy 
everywhere-in the chapel, the library, the writing room (scrip
toriurn'), in the fielqs, the mill, the mines, the workshops, the laun
dry, the kitchen. They lived and worked to bells. The big bells 
tolled the canonical hours and the major changes, and their peal 
carried far and wide, not only within the convent domain but as 
far as the wind could take it. And the little bells tinkled insistently 
throughout the offices and meals, calling the participants to at-
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tention and signaling the start of a new prayer, ceremony; or ac
tivity. An s>J this was part of a. l;:trgexprocess ofdepersonalizatio.1l, 
deindividuation. Monastic space was closed space-areas and· 

. corridors of collective occupaney and. movement-so arranged 
that e'veryone could be seen at ·all times. So with time: there was 
"only one time, that of the gr9t1p, that of the community. Time of 
rest, of prayer, of work, of meditation, of reading: signaled by the 
. bell, md.sured and kept by the sacristan, excluding' individual 
and autonomous time.,,5 Time, in other words, was of the essence 
because it belonged to the community and to God; and the bells 
saw to it that this precious, inextensible resource was not wasted. 

The bells, in short, were drivers~goads to effective, productive 
labor. It ill this .lc:trger .mJe, .. gglPKJl;J.Cbeyond reveille.;.!h~2c
count for the higherst~!!.9,~rc:l()f punc:tua.1ity,e.!![Qrs:e,dJWJlleJJ.ew 
monastic orders of the eleventh.and twelfth centllrie.s: 'rhegis.t~r
ci~ns in particular were as much an economic as a spiritual enter
p~ise (they would not have recognized a difference). Their agri
culture was the most advanced in Europe; their factories and 
mines, the most efficient. They made extensive. use of hired labor, 
and their concern for costs made them turn wherevetpossible to 
labor-saving ~evices. Their Rule enjoined them, for example, to 
build near rivers, so as to have access to water power; and they 
learned to use this in multifunctional, staged installations de
signed to exploit power capacity to the maximum. For such an 
undertaking,. timekeeper and bells were an indispensa.ble instru
x'nent' of organization and control; and it may be that it was the 
proliferation of this order throughout Europe and the expansion 
of its productive activities that stimulated the interest in finding a 
superior timekeeper and precipitated the invention of the me
chanical clock. The' Cistercian abbeys of central Europe must 
have had their hands full getting satisfactory performance from 

6 clepsydras. 
Whatever the inspiration, it seems clear that in the century or 

two preceding the appearance of the mechanical clock, thelle was 
a substantial advance in the technique of hydraulic timekeeping 
and a conc::omitant diffusion of the new methods and devices. For 
the first time we see the temporal disciplin<;l of the cloister expli
citly'linked to the horologium: thll.s. the instructions of William, 
abbot of Hirsaq·in the eleventh century, on the duty of setting the 
clock each night (to take account of the unequal temporal hours); , 

f 
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a,-!ld;t4e:Se.y~r<:l1,provisions of the Cistercian Rule (early twelfth 
.€~~~nf):;~~Ii:f,'Jh.e.~are .of clocks and bells. From these and similar 
:t¢:t¢:t'8riG~~,stHl.()ccasional but too frequent to be dismissed as ex
;g~~,t!:94~i;,,»,einay infer that the bell-ringing clepsydra became in 
',;1jh£Si.;pe~ibd.a feature of the "well-tempered" monastery:' The 
s(pqRgest corroboration, in my opinion, is the language of Ro-
pettus Anglicus in the passage cited earlier (p. 10) on the search 

. for'a mechanical clock. "Clockmakers," he tellsus--artijices horolo
giorum-are trying to make a wheel that will make one turn in a 
day. Who were these artifices if not technicians (mechanics) who 
had made a specialty of the clepsydra, in particular the bell~ 
ringing clepsydra, and were led by their experience of wheel work 
to experiment with new kinds of tirnekeeper~? I am not one of 
those who give credence to the existence of a guild and street of 
clockmakers (presumably water-clock makers) in Cologne in the 
late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries-after all, why Co
logn.e? But I do thin.k that Robert's designationofhorological spe
cialists, artifices horoiogiorum, is unconscious testimony to the pres
ence, if not of a trade, at least of an established group of producers 
and, by i!l1Rli<;ation, of a corresponding market. 7 

The monastic clergy may have provided, the primary market 
for timekeepers and the principal stimulus to technical advances 
in this domain, but the church alone cannot account for the popu
larity and development of the new device, which for all its limita
tions rapidly drove the clepsydra from the scene. For one thing, 
Glerical demand by itself was pr()bably insufficient to sustain what 
rapidly became a major craft. For another, the nature of time 
measurement a!1. practiced by the church was incompatible with 
'the technological possibilities and characteristics of the new in
strument. 

Consider the new S04rces of demand. These consisted of, first, 
the numerous courts-royal, princely, ducal, and episcopal; and 
second, the rapidly growing urban centers with their active, am
bitious bourgeois patriciates. At the very beginning, in the thir
teenth afidearly fourteenth centuries, princes and courtiers may 
well have. accounted for the greater part of secular demand for 
timekee.per!1. Typically they were the ~ealthiest members of so
ciety, the more given to luxury expenditure because they did' not 
earn their income. (It is always easier to spend other people's 
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money.) The preceding centuries, moreover, had been an e'ra of 
sustained increase in wealth and power'~ population was growing, 
and with it the area under cultivation; trade also, and with it the 
yield of duties and taxes. These new resources nourished central 
authority and enabled it to enforce that condition of order that is
in itself the best encouragement to productive activity. (One 
should not exaggerate, of course. Europe was still a perilous place 
by today'sstandards, but security had immensely improved over 
what it had been when Northmen, Magyars, and Saracens were 
raiding everywhere with impunity and 'the law of the strongest 
and most violent prevailed.) One 'can well understand, then, how 

. after cent.1,lries of reconstruction a.nd growth the rulers of Europe 
seized upon and delighted in the new bell-ringing docks; these 
wondrously ingenious instruments, costly to build and maintain, 
but well worth it for their plangent ubiquity~the ideal, quotid
ian reminder of and symbol of high authority. 

In the long ruri, though, the future of the infant dock industry 
lay with the bourgeoisie--Griginally and literaJly the residents of 
the bourgs'(in'colloquial American English, the burgs). Along with 
the crown, indeed in alliance with it, the town ~as,~~eg!,~~,t,b~I?-
eficiary of the agricultur<!.tand, comrriercial expansion of the high 
Middle Ages (ele~enth to JO~r!y,~nth c<1ntur~es). Sleepy villages 
were becoming busy marketplaces~ administrative centers and 
points of transshipment and exchange were growing into nodes of 
wholesale and retail tra:deand craft industry. The more succeSSful 
residents of these new cities quickly came to constitute a new elite, 
an urban patriciate possessed of great wealth and a sense of power 
and self-esteem that rivaled that of the older l;;mded elite. They 
were able, further, by shreWd cooperation with the crown and the 
construction of an urban military base, to win substantial auton
omy for their municipalities, which were organized by, collective 
agre.ement among the residents and by contractual arrangement 

. 'with or concession from higher authority into self-administering 
communes. These had their own fiscal resources, so that when 
mechanical clocks appeared on the scene, the cities of western and 

. Mediterranean Europe could afford to build them al'. coIl1ple
ments tQQf,suceessors totlleca.thC'!d.rab~a symhQJof a flew secu
lar dignity and power and a contribution to the general welfare. 

Why the genetal welfare? Because, just like the monastery, the 
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dd,:;toknow the time even befo're the mechanical clock 

8~R:~ii~bi~,Here, too, necessity was the mother of inven-

·:(~;'.':);W~:h~veialready noted the contrast between the "natural" day 
"otthe pea~ant, marked and punctuated by the given sequence of 

agricultural tasks, and the man-made day of the townsman. The 
former is defined by the sun. The latter is bounded by artificial 
time signal~ and the technology of ill uminatiori and is devoted to 
the same task or to an array of tasks in no given sequence. The 
spatial compactness of the city, moreover, is an invitation to serial 
,engagements::with ,careful planning (that is, timing), one can 
multiply oneself. To be sure, the medieval town long remained 
half-rural. Everybody whp could, kept a basse~cQur of chickens, 
roosters, rabbits, and other useful livestock; so that some of the 
natural tjme signals heard in the country~ide were heard in the 
city as well. StilI, it is dne thing to receive or perceive the time; 
another thing to track and use it. The two environments differed 
radically in their temporal consciousness. 

, This' differenc~ was growing. (It was not to .contract until the 
nineteenth century, with the coming of the railroad and the pen
etration of the c,ountry by the rhythms and servitudes of the city.) 
As commerce developed and industry expanded, the complexity 
of life, and "York required an ever larger array of time signals. 
These were, given, as in the m(masteries, bybt;!Ils: the Ilrban com
'rnun~ in this sense was,the h,e!.r.~nd imitator, QfJ,b.e; religious <;:Wl}

m~'~ity, BeUssoundedfor start ofwork,~~al breaks, end of work, 
closing of gc=ttes,.stC'!.rt or rnarket, ' close of market, assembly, e1fer
gencies, council meetings, end of drink service,' time for street 
deaning, curfew, and so on through an extraordinary variety of 
special peals in .individual towns and cities. 

Th~_prel!.s,j.lre ,for tif!1e signals " was" e~p~fjg!ly_§tr()Ilg in thQ~ 
",,' citiesthC'!.t,we!,~,~c::n,g;a'ge~(lnte~tne maollfaclllre".the,",£irst"and 
!'];lgrea,test,oLmedievaL ind.u,str~s. There the definition of working 
"lime was c:mcial to the profitability of ente:t:prise and theprosper-, 
ity of the commune. The textile industry was the first, to engage in 
large-scale production for export, and hence the first to~ overflow 
the traditional workshop ,and engage a dispersed work force. 
Some of these workers were true proletarians, owning none of the 
instruments of production, selling only their labor power. They 
streamed early every morning iJlto the dye shops and fulling mills, 
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where the highcons~mption of eMrgy for heating the va~s and 
,driving the hammers encouraged concentration in large units. 
These ciompi in Florence, "blue nails" (stained by 
dye) in ' poorly paid, overworked, potentiallytrou-

Other branches of the manufactur,e 
the rooms and cottages of the workers. Em-

, ' ' putting out becau~e ~t.~~1f,t,t.g:i~~~~t , 
costs to the employee, who';was, fjam'oy " 

:, ' , , ,',' '" ,Wg~~i~~ .. prae.ff~~~;iiici:.,ijit; 
could in 

'tell them 

W611ldt~1l ~·hem. W,h~re there was textile manufac
." w:e¥ewbrk bells., Artisan's, in' other plrtgg~~igh~ wo:k 

rl-11no' n'" day from sunup to sundown, but.Brusselschad Its 
jouJvrouwcflclocke<it dawn, another work clock (calleifthewerck
clocke) a' little later, a arabclocke in the evening for weavers 'and 
twisters, ainongothers, 'and a lesteclocke for tapestry workers, cob
blers, and whitesmiths. Sometimes these bells Were public, in-

lstalled by the municipal authorities in a churc~ tower; perhaJ?s 
\ rented,or in :a belfry erected for the purpose. ThIS was the case In 

. A'tt!!ens }I1)~~~-l where the king granted the request of mayor and 
aldermeh,,"that they might be peI'mitted to iSsue'an ordihance 
concerning the time when the workers of thesaid:cityand itssllb
urbs should go each morning to work, when, they should eat, and 
when return to work after eating; and also,: in the evening, when 
they should quit work for the day, and that by the issue of said 
ordinance, they might ring a bell which has been installed in the 
Belfry of the said city, which differs from the other bells:'l Some
times the bells were private, the property of the employer. Ll'!. 
Ghent in 1324 the abboL9iSl-=Pierre,authorized.the.full~Q,'~t9 
inst~ beni~ th~ ;o~kh()u~e, .. newlyJo~ndecl b,Y: them nea~I~'!!~ 
Hoipoo~te.'~8 ',. , 

'These work bells inevitably gave rise to conflict. Part of the 
problem; no doubt, was implicit in the effort to impose time dis
cipline on home workers. In principle, payment by the piece 
should have taken care of the matter, with workers responding to 
wage incen'tives. In fact, the home workers were content to earn, 
what they felt they needed, and in time of keen demand, employ
ers found it impossible to get them to do more, for higher pay only 



l.'Qlt.¥{OI'K: .required to satisfy these needs. The 
of the manufactory into the rooms 

and weavers made the very use of bells a 

in: the fulling mills and dye shops the bells posed a 
.. ... . .' ... kind of problem, especially when· they were controlled 
.···i~he employer. Consider the nature of the wage contract: the 

worke.rwas paid by the day, and the day was bounded by these 
time s~gnals. The employer had an interest in getting a full day's 
work for the wages he paid, and the worker in giving no more 
time than he was paid for. The question inevitably arose: How 
did, indeed how could, the worker know whether bell time was 
honest time? How could he trust even the municipal bells when 
the town council was dominated by representatives of the em
ployers? 

Under the circumstances, workers in some places sought to si
lence the werckclocke. A!Tll~rouanIlc:!jn13~Z_!!J:t:deaIl~~nd chap-= 
t~r prClmised "workers, fulkrs, and other m~cll4I1ics~'to .siknce 
"fpn~ver~hewQJ:"~~~~{ beiLin Qrger th~t ~·~scandal or conflict be 
b9rn in· city and church ~~ a. result of tll~}:i~g!I1.g of a bell Qfthis --. ,9 .. ..-. 
type.' But few places gave In so completely, and the years after 
the Black Death of.1347-1350 saw repeated trouble on this score. 
The plague had sharply reduced the population of the cities and 
towns, some of them by well over half, and a .skeleton labor force 
was exploiting its enhanced bargaining power to demand conces
sions from employers .and authorities. Among other things, they 
turned the very bells that bound them into tocsjns of revolt!' The 
decrees of these years make it clear what WaS at stake: the heaviest 
penalties were reserved for such lese-majestl, At Commines the fine 
was sixty pounds (an enormous sum) for anyone ringing the bell 
as a call to assembly, and for sounding a call to revolt, the pun
ishment was death. 

Such efforts to eliminate the work bells never achieved success: 
as soon suppress the system of wage labor. B~s.i.d...e.£,.Qnce.the_wQI:k
day was defined.in ternpo~al rather than natural terms, worker~u}s 
well as employers had an interest in definingalld somehow sig
naling the ~94ri~:l~I'.i~s, Time measurement here was a two-edged 
sword: it gave the employer bounds to fill and the worker bounds 
to work. The alternative was the open-ended working day: 
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We'll always be weaving cloth of silk, 
And shan't be better dressed for it. 
We'll always be poor and bare 
Always hungry and thirsty. 
We'll never be able to earn enough 
To eat better. 
Bread, we have to share, 
A little in the morning and in the evening. less. 
And we are in great misery, 
But the man we work for 
Gets rich on our wages. 
We're up a good part of the night 
And ·work all day to make our way ... 10 

It was not the work bells as such, then, that were resented and 
mistrusted, but the people who controlled them; and it is here 
that the chiming tower clock made its greatest contribution. It 
provided regular-signal~atfirst on the hour, lateran at the 
halves or quarters-which necessarily limited the opportunities 
for abuse. Of course, with the appearante of the dial (from the 
word for day), it was possible for all interested parties to verify the 
time ona continuous basis~ 
. Thjs was not the end of the matter. As new clocks were built, 

discrepant time signals gave rise to new issues of discord: Why ate 
we obliged to start work earlier than they? Or to stay later? Per
haps it was with -this kind of conflict in mind that Charles V of 

• France decreed in 1370 that all clocks in the city should be tegu
lated on the one he was installing in· his palace on the He de la 
Cite. He thereby affirmed the primacy of royal power, but stich 
decrees could not solve the problem. The early towel' clocks were 
far too crude and inaccurate to synchronize, even approximately: 
"C'est l'horloge du palais; / Elle va comme il lui plait." Almost 
two hundred years later, another Charles V, Holy Roman Em
peror, was to spend the last years of his life trying among other 
things to make his clocks sound together. He was still trying when 
he died. 

This change in the technique of time measurement and signal
ing w.as associated with an equally drastic change in the units o( 
measurement. The church, remember, kept temporal hours that 
changed with the season, and as the church kept time, so did the 
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T¢stofsociety. The punctuation marks were, in addition to the 
n:atural diurnal events (sunrise, sunset), the liturgical offices . 

. Thus, the Parlement of Paris met at the hour of the first mass in 
Sainte-Chapelle and remained until the bell for none. In Bruges 
court cases ran until noon, and appeals until vespers. II In Liege a 
citizen condemned for a debt had to payor give security by sun
set. The millers of Paris ceased work on Sunday from the an
nouncement of the holy water in the chapel of St-Leufroy to the 
ringing of vespers. Spinsters of silk quit work in the summer when 
the bell of Ste-Marie-des-Champs called to alms, and carpenters 
stopped on Saturday when the big bell of Notre Dame sounded 
none. In summer (defined as from Easter to Saint Remy's day) 
the tanners of Paris worked from sunrise to sunset. But what 
abput wintertime, when the sky was often cloudy and the sun ob
scured? 'They worked as long as it was light enough to tell two 
similar coins apart, the livre toumois and the livre parisis. Another . 

. regulation provided that workwould begin as soon as it was light 
h . . h 12 enoug . to recognIze someone 10 t e sVeet. . 

These are obviously nonclock standards. Whether, as some his- . 
torians have believed, they are also preclock-that is, whether 
they are evidence that as yet no clockwork turned in Paris or,clock 
bells chimed-is another story. Nothing was so' conservative in the 
Middle Ages as hours of business and terms of labor. Any change 
in these wal1 sure toinjure some vested int.erest,while the hazards, 
costs, and limit.ations of artificial illumination made employers 
and workers alike reluctant to work days of fixed length. The fact 
that earlier usages persisted well into a new timekeeping era is 
testimony to the difficulty of changing so fundamental a way of 
thinking about and ordering life and work. 

In the long run, however, change was implicit in the new mode 
of measurement; Wh~e.~s variable.(temporal)-hourswere easily 
me.i!~ured!Jy the cl~psydra,_ t}:ley .. }'Ver~jQ<::<?!!?:E'!:t!ble ""itl! _!!l~~ 
chllIlic.!!UlArret, clQk.k:s. Not that the flow of a water clock can eas
ily be made to. vary with the season; but the reading is easily ad
justed to the calendar. All that is required is a series of scales, 
either marked on the clepsydra itself or .on measuring rods, for the 
different tim.es of year. (The ancient Egyptians learned to use a 
similar system with their shadow sticks and vertical gnomons.) 

The mechanical clock is ill-adapted to such use. Its beat is regu
lar and it marks its beat. To be sure, one can allow for variable 

I 
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Plate I. Table clock by Steffen Brenner, Copenhagen, 1558. Height 21 cm. The movement is 
made of iron; the case of bronze, gilt brass, and silver. Sonnerie hours and quarters, plus 
alarm. Five dials. On the four sides: (1) astrolabe dial, sun hand, dragon hand with rotating 
moon (showing phases) at tip; number rings for temporal (unequal) hours, 2 X 12, and the as
trological houses, 1-12; (2) age of moon, moon phases, duration of moonlight in hours and 
minutes; position of sun in zodiac; (3) length of day and night; correction dial in center; 
(4) days of the week, with associated planets; alarm dial in center. On top: Calendar and holy .. 
days; year-to-year dominicalletters, movable feasts, golden number; minute hand. 

A word about the very rare dragon hand: its function is to show the position of the moon's 
. nodes (the points on the celestial sphere, 180 degrees apart, where the moon's path intersects 

the sun's). Used in conjunction with the sun hand, which tracks through the year along the 
ecliptic, such a dragon hand makes it possible to predict eclipses. Since the line of nodes retro
grades relative to the ~tars, the dragon hand turns counterclockwise, sweeping the calendar 
and zodiac scales and completing its revolution in some 18.6 years. 

Brenner was court clockmaker to Frederick II of Denmark. This table clock is surely one of 
the most beautiful and mechanically ingenious astronomical clocks ever made-'-in its archi
tecture, far ahead of its time. 



Plate II. Table "tabernacle" clock, Augsburg, 1600, no signature. Height 52 cm. Hour and 
quarter striking; also alarm. Movement is of brass, except for epicyclic gearing (iron). Case is 
of gilt bronze, brass, silver. Dials are of silver, partially enameled. Astrolabe dial has dragon, 
sun, and moon hands, age and phases of moon; dial below gives days of week and associated 
planets. Opposite side: hours and minutes, sectors for length of day and night; below, dial with 
hand for adjusting length of day and night. On sides: two calendar dials, each covering half a 
year, giving saints' days, dominicalletters, the golden number, the epact (age of the moon on 
January I, used in fixing the date of Easter), and the date of Easter for the years 1600-1687. 
Below, two small dials for regulating the striking and going rates and setting the alarm. A typ
ical, high-quality astronomical clock, multiplying functions and information at the price of re
liability and accuracy. 

! . 

Plate III. Clock in the form ofa Turkish vessel. Augsburg, c. 1585. Height 45 cm. 
The movement is made of iron; the case is of gilt bronze and copper. Sonnerie 
hours and quarters. Clock in center. The eyes of the Turk on top are linked to the 
going train and move from side to side. On the hours, he lifts his arm, which 
probably held a sword originally; at the same time, the two oarsmen make rowing 
movements. On the quarters, the monkey on the prow moves and the front oars
man turns his head back and forth. This is a clockwork toy, perhaps made for the 
Turkish tribute. 



Plate IV. Table automaton clock, by Nikolaus Schmidt, Augsburg, c. 1580. 
Height 43 cm. The movement is made of iron; the case is of gilt bronze and cop
per. The eyes of the elephant move with the clock balance; the legs are soldered 
in position. (Did the raised leg move at one time?) 

Animal clocks were very popular at the time, especially those showing exotic 
beasts (lions, camels, and mythical birds, as well as elephants). But this one re
semblesnothing so much as a rook (castle) in an Indian chess set. 

Plate V. The Tower of Babel: a ~'Blois enamel" watch. Move
ment.by Matthis Wentzel, Strasbourg, 1636; case attributed to 
Jean Toutin, inventor of the technique of painting on 
enamel. Diameter 47 mm. A superb example of a vitreous 
polychrome miniature. The case is painted back and side, in-. 
side and out. The dial is also painted. Pre-balance spring; one 
hand. 



Plate VI. t:' miniature copy of the Velasquez portrait of Philip 
IV of Spam (1621-1665): a "Blois enamel" watch with move
ment by Edme Burnot, Brussels, c. 1650; case unsigned. Diam
eter 62 mm. A very rare combination of polychrome painting 
and floral enamel in relief. On the reverse a comparable copy 
o~ the V.e~asquez portrait of Maria Anna of Austria, Philip's 
Wife. Phlhp spent much of his reign and the resources of his 
kingdom trying to assert Spanish dominion over the Low 
Countries-in particular, over Protestant Holland; hence the 
link to a watch made in Brussels. 

Plate VII. The Holy Family: a "Blois enamel" watch by Salo
mon Pairas (Payras) of Blois, c. 1650. Painting unsigned. 
Characteristic bassine case, painted all sides, in and out. The 
choice of a religious subject was common and signaled, I 
think, to others the loyalties and style of the wearer. Another 
favorite theme was Greek mythology, which conveyed a dif
ferent message. 



Plate VIII. The high-fashion clock of the mid-eighteenth century: all packaging 
and presentation. The case here is Meissen porcelain; the clock itself, by the dis
tinguished Ferdinand Berthoud, is incidental. The secret of making hard-paste 
porcelain, reserved to China for a thousand years, had been discovered at Meis
sen in the early years of the century, and now polychrome porcelain figures were 
all the rage. It goes without saying that a clock like this was almost untouchable. 
Even the winding called for the utmost care, and dusting or moving was just 
about out of the question. The wonder is that a fair number of these have sur
vived, though almost never without some damage, however slight. 

I ,", , " 
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hours by eith\'!r changing the rate or the reading. The clock will 
beat faster or slower as the weights on the foliot are closer or far
ther from the center of oscillation. In principle, then, a mechani
cal clock could be adjusted as necessary to take account of the 
changing and different lengths of day and night hours. S]J.ch ad
justments, though, are at best approximate even with small, easily 
accessible chamber clocks. They would have been far more diffi
cult with the large tower clocks that marked the passage of time 
for the general public. 

Changing to a variable reading was even harder. It can be 
done. The Japanese, who retained their variable hours (in every 
waycompai~Qle t()tl1~_L~~2Q~~l:hour~_~fa~~I~nt-·an~~!.l1~_~Hey~1 
Europe)even after learning of ~nd adop.tingJbemec.h(;luica,l GIQcl<, 
in ~the sixteenth centllry,/esorted e\'t:n..~llally !o!hc:: ingl:!ni0l!..~, de
vice of rrlqvithle. ~.u~erals on tl1e:'A~':lL()f their timekeepe.~. But 
they were adjusting these numerals (moving them closer together 
or farther apart) on chamber clocks; and even so, the results can
not have been very accurate, if only because the changes were 
made only about once a fortnight. 13 (See Figure 8.) 

Medieval Europe did not have this recourse. Remember that 
many of these early clocks were public, deliberately sited in 
towers and spires; tens of feet above ground. They usually had no 
dial, hence no numbers to move about-hardly an option in any 
case. Instead, as we have seen, these were automated bells. Since 
there was no practicable way to render the detent (release) for the 
bell train independent of the regular beat of the time train, !~.§.<;: 
clocks peI."force marked equalh~tlt:.s; and as they marked, so in
creasingTy did the urban society that depended on them. Perhaps 
the earliest recorded example of the new, secular time standard 
comes to us from Sarurn, Englarid, where a regulation, of ~ 306 
stated that "before the clock of the Cathedral had struck one no 
person was to purchase or cause to be purchased flesh, fish or 
other victuals." 14 

The introduction of equal hours and the habituation of urban 
populations to public time announcements had profound conse
quences for the European mentality. Medieval man, it has been 
observed, was innumerate as well as illitenite. How much reckon- . 
ing could he do in a world that knew no uniformity of measure
ment? Units of distance were linked to physical characteristics 
that varied as people do (the English foot, for instance, and the 
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French inch, called a pOllee, which means thumb); while weights 
typica"ll'y,wereconverted to volume standards (a bushel of grain) " 
that -inevitably varied from place to place and mill to mill. Even" 
the""h~arnedwere npt accustomed to using numbers. The calcula
tion of the calendar, for example-a crucial aspect of liturgical 
discipline-was confined to specialist computists. The schools of
fered little if any training in arithmetic, and the very persistence" 
of roman numerals was both symptom and cause of calculational 
paralysis. 

AIL~~~i~J~_egaIl:to change in tlte"t'-'Yc::Jf!h_~Ilclthirt:.~enthcen
turies-just as one:: ~o~ld expe~~.: This was a period of growing 
tr'iae, -arid he who trades must reckon. So must clerks and func
tionaries" who count taxes and expenditures, and these were years 
of rapid development of royal power and government apparatus. 
ILw:as_no __ a.ccident -that_~ra,bil::!l!lme.rglls .f..'!:..Il1_e ill _ at this time, or 
that books th<!t "" had once".resorted to ",metaphor_,,_now __ gavernun.:: 
be.rs~ -h~~~ver errone()!ls."gf a.[~~c::s, treasures, bliild!.I1gs, and"the --. IS" ,,- "" """ "" """,,--" ,, __ "0 ___ ' __ " ,,'--------

like. " 
-It was the urban, commercial population that Seems to have 

been "quickest to learn the new language and techniques. Arith
metic was the province above all of the unlettered speakers of the 
vernacular (as opposed to Latin). Many of these learned arithme
tic in the shop or on the road, but even before they entered trade, 
they_l~m:n.<;;<:ltQ_~()uE:~~I !tt~J2ellli .. QLlh~,£!()f~,,: _"l\rl:)t, ~y thc_91g 
church bells ringitlgthe canollical hours; the~~did not mark 
equa(un.lts --a.n~:hen<:e "gid not lelld themselves to addition _a.IlQ 
subtr:;:l,ctlQn. But the new bells and the calculations they made 
possible (how long until? how long since?) were a school for all 
who listened and began to organize their lives around them. 16 

Meanwhile the church clung to old ways and, so doing, yielded 
the rhythm of life and work to the lay authorities and the bour-_ 
geoisie. Equal hO!lrs.a,nng:un.c_e_Q_ tl,teyict()ry oLa" new _cultural and-
eyonomiLoJ~_kr. Here indeed was an unintended consequence: the 
monks had wrought too well. 

T HE EARLY TURRET CLOCKS were very expensive, even when 
simple. Wrought iron and brass needed repeated hammer

ing, hence much labor and much fuel. The casting of the bells was 
a precarious operation. The placement of the mechanism usually 
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entailed major structural alterations. We shall see later that the 
construction and installation of a tower clock might t~ke months, 
if not years; that teams of.craftsmen and laborers had to be as
sembled on the site and there lodged and boarded; and that the 
task of subsequent maintenance required the permanent atten
dance of a resident technician, repeated visits by specialized art
ists, and an endless flow of replacement parts. Constructing a 
clock was not the same as building a cathedral, a project so costly 
that it engaged the surplus resources of an entire community, to 
the point of extenuatibn. 17 But it did entail a substantial and 
continuing commitment, usually by the public authority, in the 
narrte of the common weal. . 

These coSts increased substantially as soon as one went beyond 
simple timekeepers to astronomical clocks and automata. The me
dieval accounts show this process clearly: the sums paid to paint
ers and woodcarvers bear witness to the gro~illgjrnporta,!1~egf 
the clock as spectacle as well as time sign.~!. The hourly parade of 
saints and patriarchs; the ponderous strokes of the hammer
wielding jacks, the angel turning with the sun, the rooster crowing 
at sunrise; the lunar disk waxing and waning with the moon-all 
these movements and sounds offered lessons in theology and as
tronomy to the up-gazing multitude that gathered to watch and 
wonder. The clock aspageantwas an imitation of divine creation, 
a miniaturiza.tion of heaven and earth. As such it was a source of 
immense pride to the kings and communes that built it, a chal
lenge to all kingdoms and I;:ities around, The show clock was to 
the new secular, urbanizing world of the later Middle Ages what 
the cathedrals had been to the still worshipful world of the high 
Middle Ages: a combination of sacrifice and affirmation, the em
bodiment of the highest skills and artistry, a symbol of prowess" 
and source of pride. When Philip the Bold of Burgundy defeated 
the Flemish burghers at Rosebecke in 1382 and wanted to punish 
those proud and troublesome clothiers, he could do no worse (or 
better) than seize the belfry clock at Courtrai and take it off to his 
capital at Dijon. 

This symbolic (totemic) role of the clock goes far to account for 
the rapid diffusion of these instruments in western and central 
Europe. A show clock was a matter of prestige, an edifying specta
cle for residents and visitors alike. In this sense, clocks were th~ 
secular analogue to the religious relics" that had long been the 
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most potent attraction to pilgrims and travelers. Cost was a sec
on'clary' consideiation,and the multiplicity of autonomous char
tered con'.t.ffiunes with substantial tax revenues of their own 
provided aJready d~mand. (Such:~o:'?~~r:t(!s,_ be it [!otecl, were a 
ulliquelyEuropean phenomenon, not to be found- in IslalB_or . 
East Asia:) 

These pu.blic clocks, moreover, were only the top of the market. 
They are the ones that history knows best, but we know only a 
fraction of what was made~ In this regard, the rec.ords are mis
leading: they have preserved the memory of a spotty, biased se
lection and largely omitted the smaller domestic clocks m¢e to 
private order. As a result, it was long thought that the first me
chanical clocks were turret clocks and that the smaller domestic 
models were the mu.ch later product of advances in miniaturiza
tion. Yet there was no technical impediment to making chamber 
clocks once the verge escapement had' been invented. Indeed, An
tonio SImoni haspersiiasively argued that since the mechanical 
clock was a development of the timer alarm, itself made to cham
ber size, small clocks must have preceded the big turret ma-
chines. i8 . 

Whichever came first, the one logically implied the other, so 
that we may fairly assume that both types of clock were known 
and made from the start. It so happens that the first literary allu~ 
sion we have to a mechanical clock refers to domestic timepieces. 
This_goe.s. hackto the.late thirteent4 centQry., in Jean q~ ~euI"l:g:.s 
additional verses to Le roman de fa ,[OH: Jean, a romantic poe-t of 
curiously worldly interest, attributes to his Pygmalion a fair array 
of chamber clocks: 

Et puis faire sonner ses orloges 
Par ses salles et par ses loges 
A roes trop'Subtillement 
De pardurable mouvement. 

And then through halls and chambers, 
Made his clocks chime 
By wheels of such cunning 
Ever turning through time. 19 

From the middle .of the follrteenth century, chamber clocks 
show up in inventories and accounts. Chancellery records of Ara
gon, recording clock purchases by the royal family, mention more 
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than half a dozen master clockmakers, producing simple and 
complicated timepieces, transportable (from the middle of the 
century) as well as fixed. 20 And the inventory of the personal p()~
sessions of Charles V after his death in 1380 mentions among 
oth~.r..!hings a clock all in silver "without iron," with two silver 
~~tghts filled with lead, apparently made toward the beginning 
oC!..h~<::entury for his ancestor Philip the Fair (died 1314).2i 

These were, of course, the furnishings of kings, which have a 
way of being remember~. There were many more clocks, surely, 
that were made, went out of order, were cast aside, and disap
peared unnoticed. We may reasonably infer this from the numer
ous references to clockmakers. The clock lists show pieces in some 
very small and unexpected places, no clocks in some important 
cities, and only a handful of clocks in the greatest centers. A 
handful of clocks in London and Paris? There must have been ten 
times that many and more by 1400. If a clockmaker could make 
oU:e, he could make many, and there were probably dozens of 
clockmakers active in Europe by the end of the fou~teenth cen
tury. 

This rapid emergence of a new profession was at once a strong 
force for improvement in quality and reduction in costs, hence a 
stimulus to demand, and the best sign of the popularity of the 
new device. Few inventions in history have ever made their way 
with such ease. Everyone seems to have welcomed. the clock; even 
those workers who toiled to its rules, for they much preferreed it to 
arbitrary bells. Indeed, one of the themes of contemporary observ
ers was the usefulness of the clock to people of all walks of life: 
summe necessarium pro omni statu hominum was the WilY Galvano 
Fiamma, chronicler of Milan, put it,wll<::n he prattdlym.arkedthe 
restoration in 1333 (?) of a<;loGk that not only struck the hours 
but signaled each one by the nuIIlber of peall;1.22 And this in turn 

. recalls an earlier inscription on. a clock installed in 1314 on the 
bridge at Caen: "Je ferai les heures ouir / Pour Ie commun peuple 
rejouir" "I shall give the hours voice / To make the common folk 
rejoice,,).23 

Even the poets liked the new clocks. That is the most astonish-' 
ing aspect of these early years of mechanical horology, for· no 
group is by instinct and sensibility so suspicious of technical inno
vation. Here, moreover, was an invention that carried with it the 
seeds of control, order, self-restraint-all virtues (or vices) inimi-
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cal to .the free, spontaneous imagination and contemplation so 
prized Dycreative artists. Yet it would be anachronistic to impute 
these ideals to the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries; they came 
much later: The medieval ideal was one of sobriety and control, 
along with due respect for worthy models~ Besides, it was surely 
too soon to understand the potential of the new device for form-' 
ing the persona as well as .for dictating the terms of life an·d work. 
Instead, the availability of this new knowledge gave all a sense of 
power, of enhanced efficiency and potential, of ownership of a: 
new and valuable asset; whereas we, livi:n.g by the clock, see ignd
rance of or indifference to time as a release from constraint and a 
gain in freedom. When we go on vacation, we want to be able to . 
put our watch in the drawer and not look at it until we return to 
the "real" world: that is the essence of what the American armed 
forces call R & R (rest and recreation). Everything depends, I 
sllPpose, on where one is coming from. 

In any event, the early celebrators of the clock were no mere 
poetasters. The great Dante Alighieri praised the "glorious 
wheel" moving and returning "voice to voice in timbre and 
sweetness"-tin tin sonando con si dolce nota (almost surely a refer
ence to a chamber clock, unless Dante had a tin ear)-therein 
echoing the pleasure that Jean de Meung's Pygmalion took in his 
chiming clocks a generation earlier. 24 And a half-century later 
Jean Froissart, poet but more famous as historian, composer of 
"love ditties," sang in his L'horloge amoureuse (1369) a love song to 
the new machine: 

The clock is, when you think about it, 
A very beautiful andremarkable instrument, 
And it's also pleasant and useful, 
Because night and day it tells us the hours 
By the subtlety of its mechanism 
Even when there is no sun. 
Hence all the more reason to prize one's machine, 
Because other instruments can't do this 
However artfully and precisely they may be made. 
Hence do we hold him for valiant and wise 
Who first invented this device 
And with his knowledge undertook and made 
A thing so noble and of such great price.25 

,; 

I I KEEPING TIME 

The mechanical clock began as a crude, imprecise, unreli
able instrument. It took four hundred years to turn it into 
an accurate timepiece. 

It proved much easier to do what seems at first thought a 
harder task-that is, adapt the principles of clockwork to 
complex mechanisms for tracking the heavenly bodies or 
driving ingenious automata. Within less than a century 
after the invention of ,the mechanical clock, we have the 
masterpieces of Richard of Wallingford and Giovanni de' 

\ Dondi; more important, we have a rapidly growing array. 
of show clocks-the legendary Strasbourg cathedral tower 
clock is a spectacular example--combining fanciful astro
nomical and temporal indications with a pageant of mov
ing figures, historical, mythical, and symbolic .. These 
mechanisms called for esoteric mathematical calculations, 
clever and sometimes original mechanical arrangements, 
and extraordinary craft skills. Even so, the essential prob
lem, that of linking different rates of circular (hence angu
lar) motion by appropriate sy~tems of gearing, was an old 
one and had been solved as far back as ancient Greece. 1 By 
using the right ratios of wheel teeth and pinion leaves, 
along with a mix of round and not-so-round wheels, one 
could track the sun through the zodiac (easy), reproduce 
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